Don’t Buy Any Male Enhancement Products Until You Read
This!

4 Common Mistakes People
Made When They Buy
Herbal Sex Pills
B

uying a male sexual enhancer supplement is not like buying a vitamin C pill.

In fact, it can be a very challenging and frustrating task.

Mistake #1: Believing In The Claims
Manufacturer Claims
Many manufacturers would like you to believe that their products works 100% for everyone.
They will also claim that their product can do it all...make you bigger, get you harder, delay your
ejaculation, and even grow hair (just kidding)!
But that's impossible. No sex pills (nor any other pills for that matter) will work for everyone everytime. Nor can one formula best accomplish all the different objectives men have when
looking for herbal solutions to improving their sex lives.
Physiologically, we're all different and we have our own sets of health challenges. Just because a
pill works for a couple of your friends doesn't always mean that it will work for you too, although
the better formulas do tend to work for the majority of men.
The truth of the matter is that no one product is the "best" at everything. Harder erections, better
sexual stamina, improvement in appearance/size, all these goals sometimes require different
formulations.
You need to know what you are looking for.
Believe me, this is one heck of a 'dirty' business. And YOU, the unsuspecting customer, are the
ultimate guinea pig. I am not saying that great products do not exist. They do, but you have to
look very hard to find them.
You probably have already spent a few hundred dollars on worthless crap because of bogus
reviews and false advertising claims.

Bogus Review Sites
Dozens of bogus review sites with using phrases like "mens choice" or "man tested" are
operated by the sellers of the brand they recommend... surprise surprise!
Many of the products they claim to have "tested" or "reviewed" do not even exist!
Beware of the following Review Sites…
http://www.mantested.com
http://www.mensblogtalk.com/
http://www.themanschoice.com/
All these 3 review sites are owned by the very same company – urban Nutrition.
You can see their affiliation to Urban Nutrition since the Federal Trade Commissions ( FTC )
required all review sites to disclose their relationship to the products they are promoting on their
websites.
FYI, Urban Nutrition is manufacturers for a host of health supplements these review sites always
without fail, give negative / biased reviews to their competitors products with the purpose
of selling more of their product, in the enhancement pill, their product is Orexis.
You can clearly see their affiliation to Urban Nutrition below…
Manstested.com

The Manschoice.com

Mensblogtalk.com

Over the years of observing herbal sex products online we also ran a couple test. We would
make up a product name, complete with a promotional page. We would put that page up on the
Internet and sure enough after a couple weeks or months the bogus review site staff would
discover the page!
This "new" product would then get added to their review page!
Their "review" would used canned lines about the various ingredients found in the "new"
product... what they like or dislike about the product... even critique what they thought about the
website. They would then go on to "rate" the product and stick it on their list. Without even really
trying the non-existent product for themselves.

Can you believe it?
Other review sites simply list products based on the level of commission they make from the sale
of that product. They will typically offer 5-10 different brands.
The more money they can make from the sale.. the higher it places in their ratings!
Of course, if you buy any of the ones included in their "ratings" they make a commission... so they
really do not care which you buy as long as you buy it through them.
Of course if a product/formula is available for direct sale only (no commission paid on sales) you
will never see it being recommended by any of these sites. Even if it is a clearly superior product.
So do not expect to find the "best" products on any of these types of sites. Do not get us wrong...
some of the products promoted by the bogus review sites are actually good products, but this
promotion method is a bit dishonest and misleading.
Fact is, you will not find a single unbiased comparison or review site using the Internet Search
Engines. Here is what you need to know...
These sites are PAID advertisers who have only one goal in mind... sell you THEIR product.
They are not going to pay money to Google or Yahoo to provide you with free advice. Think
about it.

But now, since you are reading this report, you are unlikely to make the same mistakes
that most men make by falling for the tricks used by many male herbal supplement
promoters.

Mistake #2: Not Knowing What You Want
Before you make a purchase, be aware of your health conditions and of course understand what
it is your are trying to achieve. The type of supplements that you buy will ultimately depend on
your present health condition and goals. There are basically 3 types of herbal male enhancement
/ sex pills commonly available:
1) Fast-acting erection stimulants
2) Slow-acting libido/sexual health supplements
3) Male enlargement supplements
The challenge is that most brands will try to convince you that their product will provide all the
benefits associated with each of these three different categories. The result is that many
customer will not be happy with their purchase because the product they buy is not the one that
can best meet their specific objective.
To assure that you do not waste your time or money, you first need to identify the benefit you
wish to receive from your male sexual supplement.

Fast-acting erection stimulants
Fast-acting stimulants act like ED drugs, in that they can give you a reaction within 1 - 2 hour.
They "stimulate" the system providing a "jump start" to get things going fast.
If you want to obtain a harder erection faster... then a fast acting stimulant is what you want.
However, before you go out and purchase a fast-acting stimulant there is an important question
that you need to ask yourself: "Can I get an erection now without any erection aid?"
If you can - even though a weak one - it shows that there is sufficient blood flow into your penis.
In this case, there is a good chance all you need is just to boost your blood flow.
Therefore, fast acting sex pills like Hard Rod Plus ( http://www.hardrodplus.com ) will work
very well for you.
On the other hand, if you can't 'get it up' at all, this could suggest an extremely poor circulation
in the groin area, damage to blood vessels and/or nerves.
The chances of a fast acting stimulant having a positive effect on you alone is low. If it is a
matter of extremely poor genital and/or penile tissue circulation than perhaps a sexual health
supplement can offer improvements over time. If there is actual damage to the blood vessels, no
miracle pill can help you if there's a leak in the 'plumbing system'.
Consult your doctor for other treatments if you suspect that you have damages to nerves and
blood vessels.
Because they are fast-acting, the ingredients typically are more concentrated and are higher in
cost. Expect to pay about US$30 to $40 or more for a pack of 10 fast acting erection pills.

Fast-acting pills usually produce some side effects in about 10% of the users, ranging from
headaches, indigestion and nasal congestion. But the majority of users do not experience any
side effects.
Fast-acting pills should only be taken by those who are healthy or reasonably healthy. Those with
serious medical problems like heart problem, high blood pressure, or cancer should consult their
doctors before taking fast-acting pills.
Fast Acting Pill Is Not Everyone…
In fact, if you are under any form of medical care you should consult with your doctor before
taking any kind of herbal supplement. If you have heart or blood pressure issues you may want to
avoid the fast acting sexual stimulants all together.
Hard Rod Plus ( http://www.hardrodplus.com ) has been proven to work extremely well for
healthy males, as well as for those who have cholesterol, diabetes and other less serious health
issues without any intolerable side effects that you get with other pills. But it is important to take
into consideration your own situation.
Because you typically only take fast acting stimulants "as needed" you do not typically receive the
same longer term benefits you may receive with the sexual health supplements. But you can
experience results much faster!
Also, if you only have sex once or twice a week that 10 capsule pack can last a whole month... so
do not get hung-up on the fact that you are only getting 10 capsules compared to the 30-90
capsules you may get in a one month supply of a slow acting daily supplement.
Learn more about Fast Acting Sexual Stimulants Hard Rod Plus now
( http://www.hardrodplus.com )

Slow-acting libido/sexual health supplements
The sexual health supplements, on the other hand, are more like vitamins. They do not give you
immediate impact but you will see visible results, typically within a few weeks to a few months,
with regular use.
The good news is that because you take the slow acting supplements daily they tend to offer
more long term benefits than fast acting stimulants. The slower-acting sexual health pills are
more suitable for those looking to improve their overall sexual health.
The sexual health pills can help improve overall sexual health which will, over time, improve
sexual performance and stamina. As your overall sexual health improves so will your ability to
easily obtain an erection and the quality of those erections.
These supplements are formulated to provide long term results.
Popular brands like Zenerx and Orexis are heavily promoted. Even showing up as a "Top Picks"
in several review sites. Other "factory direct" brands like Rigirx ( http://www.rigirx.com ) are
hardly promoted at all.

Rigirx ( http://www.rigirx.com ) is a high quality sexual health pill offer a higher potency
concentration then you will find in most other brands. Designed to be taken daily for long term
benefits but has also been formulated with ingredients known to provide more immediate results.
This relatively unknown one-a-day sexual enhancement supplement represents a real value.
You get a lot of bang for your buck. Since they spend very little money in advertising and they do
not offer sales commission to Internet marketers they can past the cost saving on directly to you!
Learn more about Improving Sexual Stamina and Health ( http://www.rigirx.com )

Male enlargement supplements
Many of the slow-acting supplement are also marketed as "male enhancement" supplements
promoting increased size or "enlargement "of your penis. In many cases these products will
indeed improve your non-erect size in addition to offering erection support over an extended
period of time.
When you think of male enhancement supplements you likely think of brands like Enzyte. A mass
marketed product that is heavily promoted on TV in addition to the Internet.
Of course the "enlargement" being referred to is a result of improved circulation in the penile
tissue that may occur with ongoing use of many of the slow-acting supplements. But you would
not know that from reading some of the promotional hype for these products or watching the
Enzyte commercials.
The number of enlargement supplements being promoted online by Internet marketers is mind
boggling!
Brands like ProSolution Pills and VigRX Plus are high quality products, these products are
among the most popular enlargement products in the world!
Click this link to visit http://www.maleproductsguide.com for a detailed review of top 3
penis enlargement products you must know
But what many consumers of these brands and others do not know is that there is a way where
THEY can save significant amount of money and still get the benefits they are looking for...
You can save over 60%!
Here is a secret... most men would pay more for "enlargement pills" than they would for
supplements marketed to improve their sexual health. So products marketed as "enlargement
pills" typically are priced much higher than supplements marketed for sexual health/stamina
products... even if the ingredients are identical!
You can save a lot of money knowing this and comparing products based on ingredients and not
presentation!
If you want a male supplement that can improve your sexual stamina and potentially improved
your size over time you should take a closer look at Rigirx ( http://www.rigirx.com ).
Go ahead... compare the price and ingredients of one month for Rigirx ( http://www.rigirx.com )
with any of those other "enlargement" supplements and we think you will see what we mean.

Getting Bigger Instantly?
As noted above, almost any high quality one-a-day male enhancement product can…over time...
produce a full healthier looking penis. Some products like ProSolution Pills and VigRX Plus are
specifically formulated with enlargement as the goal and may offer results faster than most...
But what if you do not want to wait weeks or months?
If enhancing the appearance your non-erect size FAST is your primary objective there is only
one formula that we are aware of that is specifically formulated as a fast acting penis enlarger
and that is the Vimax.
Click this link to visit http://www.maleproductsguide.com for a detailed review of top 3
penis enlargement products you must know
While the manufacturer makes no claims that the pill will result in any permanent enlargement...
the pill is formulated to dramatically increase blood flow to a non-erect penis within an hour or two
of consumption resulting in a larger and fuller looking penis instantly!
While the "growth" is not suggested to be permanent, the effects of the Vimax can last for 23 days during which time your non-erect penis size will be larger than normal allowing you to
have your "Smiling Bob" moments without needing to wait weeks or months!
Over time, the increase in daily blood flow may create a more permanent increase in size...
although the manufacturer does not make such claims.
As an added bonus many GBI Pill users report being able to get erections much easier during
the 2-3 day period that the GBI Pill ingredients remain active. And those erections tend to be
harder than usual!
If you are looking to make a good first impression and believe that Size Matters... this formula
can help!
Learn more about Male Enlargement Supplements ( http://www.rigirx.com )

Mistake #3: Well-known Brands Must Be Effective
Wrong!
A well-advertised, well-established brand simply means that the company behind the brand has
more money to spend on advertising and PR campaigns. It has nothing to do with the
effectiveness of the product.
Smiling Bob does not work for free... such campaigns cost big money. Money which needs to be
recaptured when pricing the product for sale to the consumer.
If you actually take the time to compare ingredients with these mass marketed brands with lesser
know brands such as Rigirx you will usually find the lesser known brands offer a better value.
That is, they offer more and better ingredients at a price lower than the mass marketed brand.
Again, do not be fooled by bogus review sites that will always show the "house brand" as the
"readers choice" or "top rated" choice. Make you own comparisons.
The reason for the price difference is simple... mass marketed brands have to charge a large
premium on top of the underlying value of their product to cover their massive advertising
budgets. The lesser known brands do not have these cost and can pass the saving on to you the
consumer.
Such brands sell a lot because of greater awareness but if the product does not work, there will
not be any repeat purchase. Many brands that are highly visible on TV, radio and print also tend
to use "autoship" programs where customers are automatically billed and sent another order
each month.
These companies know that most consumers would not re-order the product on their own at
these higher prices based on performance alone. They also know that many customers put off
canceling such arrangements for several months. Autoship program equal more profits for them.
NOTE: If you ever see a FREE Sample offering online you can be sure by requesting the sample
you will be signing up for a monthly billing!
As a general rule we would avoid all such offerings. Of course you could tell yourself that you
will immediately cancel such arrangements, but companies that use this marketing tactic often
send followup mailers, add your name to a mailing list, etc etc. It usually is not worth the "free"
trial.
Our favorite brands, like Rigirx, are not heavily advertised yet still amassed a strong following

due to the efficacy of the product. They will never automatically send you another order... quite
frankly they know you will re-order on your own!
Sometime offering real results is more valuable than investing a large sum of money in
elaborate webpages or infomercials!

Mistake #4: Believing Too Much In Overused
Ingredients
Go into Google and type in "Sexual Enhancement". You will find no less than 100-200 brands
along with all those bogus review sites.
If you examine the ingredients of these brands closely, you will see that most of them use the
same, old time-tested ingredients like Maca, Horny Goat Weed, Tongkat Ali, L-Arginine, Tribulus
Terrestris, etc
Do they work? Are these ingredients really as effective as their supporters would like you to
believe?
The short answer is NO. At least not in the quantities supplied in most male supplements.
Typically these ingredients need to be taken in much larger servings levels than you will find in
any mass marketed brands to have any real benefits. Most of the "popular" products simply try to
pack in as many different ingredients in small quantities to create an impressive ingredient label...
without regards to the fact that none of the ingredients they use are provided in sufficient levels
to offer any real benefits.
Do not be fooled by an impressive ingredient list, be sure to take a look at the quantity and the
actual potency of the ingredients used.
Many of the most popular brands promoting a single key ingredient use weak and ineffective leaf
and root materials. They look to take advantage of the popularity of a particular ingredients but
fail to offer sufficient quantity or quality to produce results.

Getting Real Results
You should look for your favorite ingredient being offered in a "power packs"... that is packages
combining large quantities of high potency ingredients like Maca, L-Arginine, Horny Goat Weeds,
Tongkat Ali, or Tribulus, along with additional ingredients to maximize benefits and obtain a
specific nutritional goal such as libido boosting, or enhanced testosterone production.
For specific nutritional goals or benefits associated specifically with any one of these ingredients,
such "power packs" may be worth considering... but if you are looking for a fast-acting erection
formula, none of the above individual ingredients alone will do much for you.
Unique Ingredients = Unique results

It is easy to design the formula for a slow-acting pill using many of the common ingredients noted
above because immediate results are not required nor expected. But when you need something
to give you an additional boost in minutes, very few formulas have the ability to do that.
If you were to look at the ingredients list of Hot Rod For Men, you will understand what I'm saying.
Most of these ingredients are unique, and some have not even been used before in sex pills even though they work better than the "standard" ingredients most commonly used.!

Take Polyrachis Vicinia, or Ants, for instance. This is a renowned 'herbs of kings' that have a
long history in China. It is often used as key ingredients in many health products in Asia but is
virtually unknown in the western world.
That's a pity because Ants have the highest zinc contents among all living organisms and you
know how important zinc is in the manufacture of the sex hormone, testosterone.
Same goes for Butea Superba. The pride and joy of Thailand, this herb has been clinically tested
and proven to work exactly like Viagra and Cialis, minus the side effects. But again, it is not as
commonly used in sex pills as Horny Goat Weed or Ginseng.
And very few herbalists know how to maximize the testosterone-enhancing effect from the
awesome combination of Butea Superba, Tongkat Ali and Tribulus Terristris, like what they did
with Hot Rod For Men.
To read more about these rare but extremely potent ingredients, please visit the Rigirx website
now.

Avoiding the Mistakes
So there you go... the 4 Most Common Mistakes men like you make when they are
surfing the Internet looking for ways to improve their sexual performance and physical
attributes using nutritional supplements.
If you can avoid making these mistakes you can indeed discover some great products.
To learn more about any of the other products mention feel free to visit their websites by using
the links shown above in this Special Report.
Until next time...

We hope that you find the above information useful and good luck in your search
for YOUR perfect male enhancement supplement!

